Fusebox austin

Now in its 16th year, Fusebox Festival is an annual contemporary art and performance festival
that features adventurous local, national, and international artists. After much thought and
conversation with our team, board, stakeholders, and community over the past week, as well as
the recent guidelines released by the C. We did not make this decision lightly, as we are
conscious of how tirelessly our staff and crew have worked, the incredible commitments made
by our artists and their company members, and the impact this has on the arts community at
large, but we believe this is the right thing to do at this time. That said, in this moment it feels
important to offer a creative response, and so we are currently re-imagining our festival as a
virtual experience that will take place online in April. We believe that creating community is
more important now than ever, and though we may not be able to gather IRL, we can gather
together online. We are in direct conversation with our artists, our crew, and staff about next
steps, but if any of you have questions you can reach out here. Please take care, stay healthy
check out these hygiene guidelines from the city and do whatever you can to help one another
as we go through this together. Yours, in solidarity, Team Fusebox. Download your lyrics in
advance here and get warmed up! Co-presented by OnassisUSA. We are making a new play
called High Crimes and we are asking for volunteers LIKE YOU to answer questions in
one-on-one interviews to discuss our current anxieties about what it means to be American.
These sessions will take place in Zoom and be recorded for future use in High Crimes. We have
questions about campfires, dancing, being young, immigrating, voting republican, and getting
old. Please join us any time between 7pm - 12am. For more info on how to join the session, visit
our website rudemechs. A conversation between Daniel Alexander Jones and Sharon Bridgforth
about invitations to practice coming out of this challenging time. Chris Grace Various Times
Performance. Join The Bar Poet himself as we raise a glass to keeping distant today, so that we
can hold eachother closer tomorrow. Order festival cocktails from Sourced and support
Fusebox. In this virtual experience that is part-workshop, part-talk, part-studio tour, part
DJ-dance-party â€” and translated into Spanish via live chat â€” you'll get a taste of the
evolving MXTX endeavor with an audio sample library created through collaborative exchange
between DJ-producers and composers from both sides of the Rio Grande. This project is
supported in part by the National Endowment for the Arts. World Premiere! The performance
will also be available on noboundariesarchive. Tour their studio! Featuring collaborating artists
Matthew Stegh and Corin. Produced by Jason Cross for Insite Arts. Presented by Fusebox and
Performance Space. Our friends at Sourced Cocktails have created 3 signature cocktails to
enhance your Virtual Festival experience. Purchase individual cocktails, or the entire weekend
kit, and these luscious libations will be delivered right to your door. The Best Part? Join us on
Friday at pm for a special toast with our partners at Hendrick's Gin featuring the Fusebox
Bramblin' Man! In the rapidly changing face of the unknown, we still have faith in nights. In our
humble efforts to feed what feeds us, we offer our tender bodies to the sunrise. In our deep
desire be together even at great distances, we let the light connect us. Download this original
zine by the artist, a companion to your sunrise experience. Created by Jessica Green. Edited by
Zach Green. Presented in partnership with The Contemporary Austin. A workshop for artists
exploring the idea of experiencing touch through audio encounters. Hosted by Dickie Beau.
Moderated by Adam Bennett. Please join us any time between 12pm and 3pm. Queer friendship
meets the Truman show meets performance art. A full day line up of queer activities, cameos
from queer artists all over the world, karaoke, cooking, working out, and existential soul
searching. For Fusebox Virtual Edition, Angela Washko will talk about her feminist interventions
and performances created in virtual environments. In this interactive video, Madeleine Hicks
guides you through transforming yourself into a Fusebeast by creating a custom mask and
wings with household materials. Download the materials list here! Ask Alexa to do things: pick
a song for Alexa to dance to, ask Alexa to draw something, or tell a joke, or read a poem, or look
something up, et cetera Take your first step towards becoming a Macho Dancer! Eisa Jocson
shares some secrets of this vernacular Filipino dance form through an instructional video
guiding you the breathing and conditioning exercises that prepare your body to be Macho. As a
bonus track, Eisa has compiled a special playlist of Macho Dancing songsâ€”the slow jams that
drive these spectacular displays of cash-for- service masculinity. Macho Dancer performed by
Eisa Jocson. Video by Alyx Arumpac. Voice by JK Anicoche. In this time of trouble, we need to
channel our energy into positivity, to those things that give us hope. We need to remind
ourselves of how far we have come and how strong we are when we stand together, leaving our
mark for future generations. This Performance will stand as a gateway for possibility, a path for
a new beginning. Wunderbaum is joined by the band Touki Delphine to perform a high-energy
concert spectacle about dreams, choices and possibilities set in Antarctica. Join in for a live
workshop unpacking "disappointment" and other funny sounding feelings that have emerged
â€” using images, text, interaction, dialogue, prompts and personal narrative. These artists

expand and reshape definitions of gender, technology and the human, spectacularly colliding
cultural and creative borders to create acts of resistance and renewal. Join the artists and Guest
Curator Jeff Khan for a conversation exploring their creative processes, their perspective on the
role of the body in our current moment of global crisis, and the potential for new possibilities to
emerge. Join Rianto and his childhood friend and long-time collaborator Cahwati as they tune in
live from Tokyo Japan and Banyumas Indonesia to tell the stories behind the work, demonstrate
some Lengger dance and music, and invite you to participate from your own home. Join
workshop. Lead Artists include Rianto and Cahwati. Produced by Jala Adolphus. Jermone
Donte Beacham, jumatatu m. A studio break-out spills into the garden in this stop-motion video
installation by Austin-based artist Erin Curtis. Brown State of Mind is an organization created to
help equip creatives of color with the tools, resources, support, and opportunities to grow
within their creative fields. Relax and maybe fall asleep looking deeply into other's eyes while
listening to a carefully mastered playlist by DJ No Pasa Nada aka Erin Gentry. Join here. In her
animation Yuliya Lanina invites the viewer to enter fantastical and bizarre world exploring
trauma, destruction and renewal. View project. Unfolding encounters with collapsed language,
repetition and distorted samples explore belonging, and its opposite, alienation. Background
visuals by Itamar Benitez. Meeting ID: ; Zoom Meeting link ; password: rude. In these uncertain
times, we wanted to discuss future models for festival-making with an inspiring group of festival
curators and producers from around the world. Join in by making your own waffles with this
recipe from Matthieu Goeury and Sophie Guisset. The film follows the journey of a plastic bag
from the present day to the far off-future. Intricate hand made sets and lo-fi special effects come
together to weave an ode to the forever-ness of plastic. Short talk from Dickie Beau on the ideas
behind his contributions to Virtual Fusebox. Join Children's Librarian Madeleine Hicks for a
wildly ferocious, fusebeast inspired storytime with books, music, and songs. Gesel Mason,
along with humanities scholar Dr. Austin's beloved chef of L'Oca d'Oro Fiore Tedesco will be
making a rustic yet delightful lump of cheesy baked meat together, surrounded by a Noah's ark
if you will of roasted vegetables. Shop ingredients, print this recipe, and get ready to make
meatloaf! Print out the PDF Instructions if you can in order to play along, and make your own art
at home. And watch this video which shows you how to continue the project off-line to unlock a
special gift. Join performance. I invite you to join me for a 20 minute mediation. I will start with a
brief guide and then hold space for us to sit together with soothing tones on cello. As if Black
women didn't have enough to deal with. Here comes Corona. How do the Sistas of Black do
Crack continue to heal? As well as being an extraordinary dance artist, Rianto is also a master
of Indonesian cooking, with a huge online following for his recipe demonstrations and cooking
exploits. Join Rianto to learn more about the art of Indonesian cuisine, from his home kitchen in
Tokyo. Download this ingredients list for two mouthwatering dishes so you have what you need
to start cooking. With this virtual take on the outdoor dance piece Diorama, we have tried to
create digital DIY-version of the piece. As Norway is on lockdown, we were not able to meet, but
the performers have been filmed individually by friends and family in different locations around
Oslo. Concept and choreography by Ingri Fiksdal. Music by Jenny Hval and Lasse Marhaug.
Costumes by Fredrik Floen. Outside eye by Venke Sortland. Production and distribution by
Nicole Schuchardt. Production and administration by Eva Grainger and Kristin Skiftun.
Originating commissioner by Situations. Listen in to the holy musings and amusements of
Mother Carra and Father Justin as they respond to caller confessions from around the globe on
their pandemic hotline. Listen here. Each year it is our pleasure to feature an exciting array of
local arts partners in Austin, and showcase the exciting creative work they do. Image by Eva
Claycomb. Presented in partnership with The Carver Museum. Watch here. Night Owl sponsored
by: Our friends at Sourced Cocktails have created 3 signature cocktails to enhance your Virtual
Festival experience. With support from NPN. Sweet Dreams. Featuring music by Jose Martinez
and Vladimir Rannev. Please join us at one of the times below: 10am CST. Presented in
partnership with Big Medium. Partner Galleries Each year it is our pleasure to feature an
exciting array of local arts partners in Austin, and showcase the exciting creative work they do.
View the projects. View them here. Fusebox will present of version of its live festival online.
Austin Opera will make a film version of its upcoming production of Schubert's 'Winterreise'.
And public gatherings more than 10 people are also banned. The annual performing arts
festival, originally scheduled this year for April , brings artists from around the world to Austin.
While much is still in the planning, Berry said that some version of the Fusebox Festival is
tentatively planned for April 24 through 26 with events live-streamed on easily accessible
platforms like Zoom, YouTube Live or Facebook Live. Berry said he and other Fusebox
organizers are in discussions with all the artists on the Fusebox lineup, strategizing on how
their work might best translate to live streaming. A few artists have opted not to take part, citing
the priority of other life circumstances at the moment. Translating such a vast array of live

performance art to an online venue is a study of its own, Berry noted. A minute live concert will
be broadcast on its Facebook page every Friday at 3 p. The Vortex has launched a combination
of live digital programming and rebroadcasts of prior productions, scheduled in the evening
Thursday through Sundays. Everything is hosted on the Vortex website: vortexrep. The theater
is also planning other initiatives for its Art in Isolation project. Relatedly, the Austin Film Society
has begun offering online screenings of some of the movies originally planned this spring for
AFS Cinema. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your password? Password recovery.
Recover your password. February 24, By Jeanne Claire van Ryzin. March 22, Related articles.
Editor's Viewpoint. While ends, the story of the COVID pandemic and its impact on the arts and
culture is hardly over. Read more. This year marks the centenary of the passage of the 19th
Amendment, an anniversary that invites conversation not just about the milestone of
democracy Please read our comments policy here. This week, a crisis in Texas Editor's
Viewpoint February 21, This website uses cookies to provide our visitors with a great user
experience. By accessing our site, you agree to the terms of Everfest's privacy policy. Everfest
stands in solidarity with the Black community and supports the fight for justice and equality. We
encourage you to join us and consider supporting the Austin Justice Coalition or the organi
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zation leading the ongoing movement for accountability and change in your community.
Festival information may not be up to date due to COVID, but you can view our list of
cancellations here. From the Organizer Fusebox is a hybrid arts festival that champions
adventurous works of art in theater, dance, film, music, literature, visual and culinary arts. The
festival will take place over 5 action-packed days in dozens of venues and locations all over the
city. Thanks to the support of our generous community, we will continue to make the Fusebox
Festival completely free to attend. The full line-up and schedule will be posted in late January
Follow us on Facebook, twitter, and join our email list for the latest updates. All rights reserved.
Austin, TX. Privacy Agreement This website uses cookies to provide our visitors with a great
user experience. Upload Fan Image. Report Image. Get Started. Official Festival Links. Reviews
for Fusebox Festival Reveler Reviews 0. Festivals Near Austin, TX.

